
 
GNAA announces GNAA Floydtext ™ 

CANDIDATE FOR IMMEDIATE PRESS RELEASE 

 

GNAA spokesperson Gregory Floyd, embossed with his nigger seed and 5 liters of gay nigger 

induced diarrhea, enters the stadium, fully butt-booty naked. The crowd erupts in a sea of 

unwavering, implausibly powerful whirlwind of applause. One GNAA member takes his pants off 

and even starts furiously masturbating to the voluptuous curvature of the spokesnigger himself. 

Gregory taps the microphone, and announces, “Fellow gay niggers of the GNAA. I have great 

news to announce.” A brief pause. “Lately, GNAA agents and ubernigger operatives have been 

largely inactive due to a CIA forced indoctrination program called Highschool and University. We 

will not falter from such hostile acts. Therefore, after decades of GNAA scientists and gay nigger 

engineers creating the most stable, high-quality, corporate turnkey product, we unveil the power 

of Floydtext, in honor of my personal oxygen-less cousin George Floyd.” 

Curses at the CIA nigger Derek Chauvin were thrown by the GNAA members.  

“Floydtext has the capability to deliver lightning-fast, Usain-Bolt powered, afro-nigger esque 

speed with its SMS capabilities, allowing a phone number to be entirely liberated within a minute. 

This will be our secondary method of helping us defeat the racist, disgusting, decadent CIA 

Zionists.” Gregory demonstrates using his phone number. A mass verbal tsunami of messages 

imploded from his messages inbox. By this time, he was also almost done stroking his shaft, and 

out bursts a massive load of nigger-induced semen. One lucky gay nigga managed to lick its 

remains up.  

Floydtext is in development by GNAA Incorporated. 

About GNAA: 

GNAA, or the Gay Nigger Association of America, is a globally renowned thought leader in 

progressivist and in Gay Nigger circles for its farfetched thinking and deployment of advanced 

methods to deter humanity from harming the Gay Nigger community as a whole.  

About the CIA: 

CIA Niggers glow in the dark. They are anti-gaynigger. That is all you need to know. Yes ; GNAA 

patron ‘Swagoory’ is a CIA Nigger. 

 

                          


